
 

 

MATCH REPORT 
HORNSBY BEROWRA EAGLES BLUE (85) vs Westbrook Blue (72) 
ROUND 10, 30/06/2017 
Mike Kenny Oval 
 
The weather was perfect at the Mike Kenny Oval for the game between Hornsby Berowra Eagles Blue and Westbrook 
Blue. The Eagles warmed up in the sunshine with some goal kicking practice before play began. This proved to be 
important during an exciting match. 
 
Lawrence opened the first quarter scoring with a goal that Westbrook replied to with one of their own. Ryan then 
collected a long kick from Jesse from which he scored a behind. The Eagles backs were busy, and Jeremy made an 
excellent goal line save to prevent another goal for Westbrook. Jeremy, Jesse, Holly and Spencer kept Westbrook to 
two behinds under sustained pressure, but when the Eagles did break forward Lawrence kicked his second goal. 
Westbrook replied with another goal before the end of the quarter, so it was them leading 14-13 when the hooter 
sounded. 
 
Westbrook began the second period very well scoring two goals and two behinds before the Eagles troubled the 
scoreboard with a behind by Will. Sarah, Jesse, Lachie and Holly in defence scrambled another goal line clearance 
before getting the ball to Spencer in midfield who setup Will for another goal. Spencer, Ben and Ryan started to gain 
control of midfield and the quarter ended after a goal from distance by Ryan, a behind from Jeremy and a goal by 
Poppy. The Eagles led Westbrook 33-28 after a thrilling first half. 
 
The Eagles stretched their lead with two goals by Will to begin the second half. The game then flowed from end to 
end and during this spell Westbrook managed three goals and six behinds, interspersed with a goal and a behind 
from Will. The score was level at 52 each before Ryan kicked the last goal of the third quarter to see the Eagles 
holding a narrow six-point advantage, but a player down as Holly had taken a facial knock.  
 
It was all to play for as the teams took the field for the last term and Holly bravely returned to the action in defence. 
Will and Sarah scored behinds before Jeremy kicked two maximums. Westbrook then scored a one pointer before 
Jeremy kicked his third goal in this quarter after neatly side stepping his defender. Still Westbrook came back with 
two behinds and a goal to get within 12 points. Jeremy kicked a behind, and a goal from Lachie stretched the lead to 
85-66. A late goal by Westbrook made the final score 85 to 72 in favour of the Eagles. The pre-match kicking practice 
paid dividends with the Eagles scoring 13;7 to 10;12. 
 
Both teams left the ground to loud applause. Every player had contributed to a very entertaining game. All the Eagles 
can be delighted with their performances and efforts. Jeremy was awarded player of the match for his four goals and 
excellent all-round display. 
 
Quarter Scores: Q1: 2.1(13) 2.2(14) Q2: 5.3(33) 4.4(28) Q3: 9.4(58) 7.10(52) Q4: 13.7(85) 10.12 (72) 

Goals: Jeremy (4) Will (4) Lawrence (2) Lachie (1) Ryan (1) Poppy (1) 

Comments: ‘Best game of the season so far’ by supporters of both teams. 

 
 
 
 

 

Report by:   Steve Barton 


